
Four of us, Andy, Jim, John and Campbell, left the 
Kapiti Coast at 6 pm bound for Taupo Urban Retreat 
Backpackers, with hourly driver changes.

The night was filled with the sounds and smells of a six-
person bunkroom. By eight the next morning we were on our 
way to Fletcher’s Bay at the very top of the Coromandel in 
anticipation of our ordeal ahead.

We stopped near Port Jackson to talk to a local 
farmer about our journey. With surprise and horror 
on his face, he said “Holy s**t, you know that’s a 
dangerous bit of water out there”. But we knew 
we had the next five days of great weather and 
the four of us could handle this trip to Great 
Barrier Island.

We left Fletcher’s Bay at about 4 pm 

By Campbell Thomson

SEA KAYAKING>> EXPEDITION

Dangerous waters?
Just whales, sharks, 30 knot winds, high seas & torrential rain.  
Nothing out of the ordinary.
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TAKING THE SEARCH OUT 
OF SEARCH AND RESCUE

GPS positioningGPS positioningGPS positioningGPS positioningGPS positioningGPS positioning

121.5 MGHz121.5 MGHz
Homing signalHoming signalHoming signalHoming signalHoming signal
SOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobeSOS strobe

Your position is transmitted to the Rescue Co-ordination Centre within a 
few minutes and the search area is narrowed down to a few square metres. 

Peace of mind for loved ones and so small it fits in a pocket!
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Your position is transmitted to the Rescue Co-ordination Centre within a 
few minutes and the search area is narrowed down to a few square metres. 

Only $699 
from your canoe  
and Kayak shop

Who are you going 
to call when you 

are out of  
Cell Phone  

range?

and within 20 minutes Jim yelled “WHALE”. We managed to paddle 
with it for 10 minutes. It was a truly magical experience for us with the 
lone fi nback whale. The winds and sea increased with three of the four 
of us packing sails heading towards the security of Tryphena Harbour. 
With wind, tide and waves of 2.5 metres we were swept south to Cape 
Barrier — a 20 kilometre paddle! Our fi rst camp was on a steep sloping 
hill, but at least we knew we were safely on the island.

Pictures: There was plenty of rock gardening and snorkelling. 
Left: Andy proves there is no need to get out of their kayak to 
go snorkelling.
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Day Two
We woke to an amazing day of glassy water and cloudless 

skies so the decision was made to paddle the exposed east 
side of the island. We were in awe of the countless caves 
and rock formations. One cave in particular was at least 120 
metres deep. We camped that night at Whangawahai Bay — 
spectacular — a paddle of 31 kilometres

Day Three
This was another day out of the box. Heading north I 

commented that some of the beaches and bays were as 
picturesque as any that would be found in the Abel Tasman or 
the Whitsunday Islands of Australia.

We paddled to a bay near Waikoro Point for a coffee break 
where shortly after, as Andy would call it, I had an outer boat 
experience. Unfortunately on the other side of a large rock, out 
of view and earshot of the guys. Thankfully my skills course 
swung into gear and lessons were learnt that day. Rounding the 
top of the island we were confronted with a head on gale so we 
headed into Miners Bay, our camp for the night. We surprised 
four small Hammerhead sharks chasing shoal fish on the 
surface — a paddle of 25 kilometres.

Perfect conditions for a sail.

The Barrier is out there somewhere?

Email: james@canoeandkayak.co.nz to get yours now!

NZ Kayak has 40 complimentary  
copies of Ki Waho Issue 5 to give away

Ki Waho - ‘Into The Outdoors’  is a 64 page magazine published by Outdoors 
New Zealand. The articles are designed to foster learning, innovation, 
best practices, knowledge transfer and collaboration within the outdoor 
recreation and outdoor education sector, both nationally and internationally.

To buy the latest issue visit: www.ki-waho.co.nz
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Latitude Dry Bags
Length opening bags - great prices
No more losing things at the bottom of the bag. 
Durable polyester with heavy-duty vinyl ends. 
WHY PUT UP WITH A TOP OPENING DRY BAG?
10L $59.90 - 21L $73.90 - 51L $87.90

Opti Dry Bags 
The Price Leader
Heavy weight clear plastic 
with frequency welded 
seams and a tough, abrasion 
resistant base fabric.
10L $29.90 - 21L $35.90 - 41L $45.90 

Omni Dry Bags
Tough & Traditional
Simple solid & dependable 
design with tough abrasion 
resistant fabric and 
frequency welded seams. 
10L $39.90 - 21L $45.90
41L $55.90 

Keeping keys & phones dry 
Simple construction designed for use 
inside hatches or deckbags. $19.90

Dry Pocket Dry Bag

All prices shown in this advertisment are recommended 
retail prices at the time of publication. Prices in stores may 
differ. Seattle Sports product is distributed in New Zealand 
by Great Stuff Ltd (email:greatstuffltd@xtra.co.nz) and sold 
through Canoe & Kayak and other great kayak stores. 
wwwcanoeandkayak.co.nz                GS.1/3pg.DB2011-12

®

   For keeping small 
things dry and safe
Quality urethane coated 
diamond RIP-STOP 
fabric.                $34.90

Micro Dry Stuff Sack

1.5 litres - Ideal for keeping 
VHF radios dry
Quality urethane coated diamond 
RIP-STOP fabric.         $45.90

Large Micro Dry Stuff Sack

Fold flat 5 litre dry bag
Lies flat when not in use for easy 
storage. Rugged polyester 
construction with window. $35.90

Diamond Dry

Grand Adventurer
Back pack and storeage
Super tough and big enough to 
store all your gear.
99L $159.90

Omni Back Pack
140 litres of storeage
Combines back pack & super 
storeage at a great price. 
140L $99.90

®

®

®

DRY 
BAGS

Day Four
Heading south and now on the west side of the island, we were treated 

to amazing inlets and beautiful little islands. Our destination was Port 
Fitzroy and to my joy we found the Hub. Burgers, chips and coffee were 
the order all round. That totally beat my last three days of dehydrated food! 
We camped the night at Bowling Alley Bay — two tents and two hammocks 
on a rocky ledge. Our neighbours that night were friendly yachties who 
entertained us with a keen desire to test their audio system until the wee 
small hours. That day’s paddle was 
35 km kilometres.

Day Five
We woke weary to an overcast day and the decision was made to take 

the window of opportunity and make a run for Fletcher’s Bay — a good 
31 kilometres away. We were confronted with 30 knot winds and 3 metre 
breaking swells, but the tide was with us and the wind was on our starboard 
aft quarter. In high spirits and close formation we set to the task at hand 
arriving on the beach of Fletcher’s Bay in torrential rain, but with a sense of 
achievement and thoughts of where our next adventure would be.

It certainly wasn’t all hard work.


